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POPULATION
EARTH, AIR, FIRE AND WATER
who inhabited the mountains, skies, seas, rivers, etc.
of his surroundings. In time, he also assigned a human
form to them, as well as a fanciful society and a locale
where they could indulge their superhuman way of life.
This polytheistic and anthropomorphic view
of religion came to its fullest flowering in the many
specific deities of Greece and Rome and the temples for
their worship that spread across the Mediterranean
world. Far from being purely spiritual centers, these
temples with their oracles and staffs provided political
authority or guidance when needed, the bond of being
associated with a particular deity and the opportunity
for commerce and travel.
It is hard now to comprehend how overwhelming to man his relationship with nature must have been.
Without knowledge of cause or effect, prevention was
not possible. In this situation man was definitely the
underdog in his struggle against nature’s four most
powerful elements.
Earth provided his food, often his shelter, and
the wood and stone needed to build; air in the form of
wind enabled pollination of plants and travel by boat;
fire was the source of heat for cooking, body warmth
and protection; and water, perhaps the most necessary
of all, made possible cooking, cleaning, and the basic
body chemistry of humans and livestock.

Throughout man’s recorded history, and for
thousands of years before, these four basic elements
and their derivatives, in combination or alone, have had
the power, when employed by man or nature, to set the
terms for the way life is lived on our planet.
We have tended to combine them and their
consequences under the catch-all title of “nature”,
but semantics are of far less concern as we embark
upon the twenty-first century than understanding the
present and historical relationship between host Earth
and its uninvited guest, mankind.
We live in a largely monotheistic age and
world dominated by the three desert religions —
Christianity, Islam and Judaism. Our emotional and
spiritual commitment to these faiths is very strong and
we have come to accept their legends, commandments,
laws, myths, dietary rules, clothing, traditions, etc. as
determinants of our thought and behavior. Islam is the
youngest, followed by Christianity and then Judaism,
but, even counting earlier transitional versions that
no longer are with us, monotheism’s life span has been
brief and recent.
Primitive, tribal, nomadic man faced the terrors
of nature every day without any understanding of the
causes behind its effects. To protect himself from the
latter he assigned responsibility for them to “spirits”

IN THIS ISSUE: we introduce global overpopulation as it accumulates mathematical momentum
and emerges as a major issue for our and other societies to recognize and confront. The latter is
vital, as in the last half century the population clock has raced ahead while we have lagged behind.
OUR NEXT ISSUE will explore aspects of our national and international financial circumstances
that call for reasoned attention.
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“. . . and God said unto them,
‘Be fruitful and multiply, and
fill the earth and subdue it; and
have dominion over the fish of
the sea and over the birds of the
air and over every living thing
that moves upon the earth.’”		
		 — Holy Bible, Book of Genesis
With
subsistence
based
on
manpower and without any knowledge or
means of birth control, large families
were viewed as both an economic and
social necessity that favored survival.
The world was mostly a vast, uninhabited
mass and what population centers existed
were small in number and size.
But then the first of two very
significant changes occurred. The three
monotheistic desert religions were born
and altered religious thought in the
Mediterranean region that had been the
political and commercial center of the
western world under the Egyptian, Greek
and Roman hegemonies.
And, curiously, although they
often fought bitterly among themselves
as to God’s identity and message, they
each put forth in one way or another the
command to “be fruitful and multiply”
and to establish man’s and, therefore, his
God’s, dominion over the natural world
and its many life forms — a large order,
indeed, with even larger consequences.
It is easy to see how the hundreds
of years of the Crusades might be
explained as both Christians and Muslims
acting under their common mandate. But
regardless of its political and religious
consequences, which were many, the order
to multiply and establish dominion was
nothing short of a marketing miracle.
Because it was not limited to
time or place and was both delivered and
observed as holy writ, it gained momentum
and acceptance alike for each of the desert
religions, and was an important factor
in the successes of their missionary
programs.
The second great change had no
connection to holy writ, but appeared as
the handiwork of man in the arrival of the
Industrial Revolution (IR) with advances
in knowledge of the physical sciences
in general and, more particularly, the
invention and commercialization of
the steam engine in the late eighteenth
century.
In the brief time of a half century
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the ir bloomed in ways that vastly improved
the western world’s ability to provide the
transportation and production of goods,
to employ workers and to establish rapid
communication systems. The world, and
man with it, were being transformed.
Barely heard, however, over the
hubbub of the transition from the Age
of Enlightenment to the Age of Industry
was the low voice and prophecy of English
clergyman and economist, Rev. Thomas R.
Malthus, who detected signs of danger in
the world’s population growth. He zeroed
in on a mathematical relationship between
human procreation and agriculture that
had previously escaped attention, pointing
out that the geometric increase (1-2-48-16) of population would outstrip the
arithmetical increases (1-2-3-4-5) which
governed production.
	Malthus had his share of critics and
his writings moved in and out of economic
fashion, but his mathematics were valid
and entirely appropriate for describing
the results of unlimited growth within a
finite space.
Rev. Malthus was concerned with
the state of his contemporaries who lived
in extreme poverty because the imbalance
between population and agricultural
production growth rates would inevitably
raise the price of food. In the two
centuries that have passed since Malthus
proposed his thesis in his Essay on the
Principle of Population (1798), modern
technology and economics have managed
to improve agricultural production
and processing enough to postpone the
most dire consequences of Malthus’
projections, but we are again in a time of
heavy and persistent population pressure
with, for the first time, global food
price increases and no sign of another
technological bunny being drawn from the
hat.
Technology is not a cure-all.
As we have found with some of its past
applications, it can have overriding
negative public health and environmental
consequences from indiscriminate and/or
excessive use of carcinogenic chemicals in
fertilizers and pesticides.
And presently, when population is
expanding faster than it ever has before,
we find that the supply of arable land is
actually decreasing due to desertification,
acidification, excess salinity, urban
expansion, topsoil erosions, drought,
falling water tables, etc.

today recall or speak about Chernobyl or Three Mile
Island? Curiously, in spite of the mind boggling amount
of scientific knowledge we have been able to unlock in
our age of technology, all too often we abandon our
search for significance to flirt with banality.
Human population growth, nationally and
globally, is also a topic that we ignore at our peril
as we pursue lesser and more immediate benefits and
results from what we discover, what we think and come
to know.
When was the last time, if ever, you had a serious
exchange of thought about global overpopulation? And,
more importantly, when, if ever, did you hear a “leader”
from the executive or legislative branches of our
government mention the consequences of uncontrolled
population growth? Or from our corporate sector?
Entering the second decade of the twenty-first
century, these are timely, necessary and responsible
questions. And, unlike many others, they must be asked
for the benefit of all, not just a few.

For two generations our age has become
increasingly addicted to technology and reliant
upon it to solve our world’s problems. It has been
outstandingly successful in some ways, but now, as our
numbers and reliance accelerate far beyond previous
levels, we have to face the fact that technology is not
a pure benefit, but is accompanied by the accumulating
side effects of its use, distribution and disposal.
This poses what may well turn out to be
the defining question of our time — Can a finite
environment sustain itself when faced with geometric
increases in population, production, resource use and
waste? The answer is playing out within our sight and
is being assembled from events that heretofore we
have viewed as isolated and fragmentary, but now with
growing frequency can lay claim to being parts of a
larger pattern.
Our contemporary human society is the only
one in our planet’s history that has possessed the
technology and knowledge capable of recognizing and
then acting upon natural or human forces that threaten
and have the power to destroy us. Can we create a
common vision to understand what we have wrought?
And then will we be able to use that vision to act with
the necessary promptness and unity?
*

*

*

*

*

“The problems in the world are so
enormous they cannot be solved with
the level of thinking that created
them.”		
— Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

*

On March 11 at Fukushima, Japan the elements
of earth, air, fire and water combined to deliver a
deadly blow to northeastern Japan. A shift of tectonic
plates beneath the sea caused an exceptionally strong
earthquake which pushed onto the land a massive
tsunami whose force and volume knocked out the pump
and power systems at the Daichi nuclear power plant.
Fires caused extensive damage at the power plant and
surrounding areas and, deprived of its protective
cooling system, radioactivity rose to levels too high
for human contact and was spread by wind to nearby
communities.
This is a cautionary tale in that many thousands
of years have passed since pre-historic mankind had to
confront earth, air, fire and water without benefit of
any scientific knowledge. Today, with the advantage
of advanced science to test, record and predict the
behavior of these elements, our mechanisms failed to
prevent disaster on a large scale.
As with Chernobyl, the only modern nuclear
plant catastrophe of similar size, data will be collected,
reviewed and reported with enough exculpatory
analysis to avoid citing specific responsibility. More
than likely, the official report will make mention of “a
series of unique and/or unpreventable circumstances
which could not be anticipated”. Time will have passed
and with it the lives, memories and suffering of victims
and survivors.
Beyond their immediate locales, how many of us

Einstein applied the above quotation to a wide
range of contemporary problems, but it is particularly
suited to the many facets of our accelerating
population problem. In its simplest form we can
describe our present population issue as the result of
human procreation having increased over the past five
hundred years at a rate that has disturbed its balance
with natural resources and produced side-effects that
have the power to alter or destroy the economic, social
and physical foundations of our national and global
societies.
Our planet is a truly amazing collection of both
living and inert materials that nature has assembled
over eons and guided into a functional relationship. This
relationship is not static, but has come to include many
actions and reactions to the forces and substances it
generates. Within this natural world exist many living
species that share processes and points of contact with
each other in ways that determine our environment and
how to survive in it.
One of the fateful consequences of “be fruitful
and multiply” is that our enormous human expansion
can only take place by destroying other life forms
—terrestrial, marine, animal, vegetative — and we
are now at a point of accelerating imbalance between
appetite and resource.
In the brief evolutionary span of a few million
years man has been particularly adept at bending nature
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to his purposes. This, however, often involves the loss
of other species. For instance, the number of known
species extinctions that have occurred in the past six
hundred years is 869. Far more disturbing is that the
number of species currently at risk of extinction is
18,351.1
Species can be of great value to other species.
Much of our modern medicine is based on chemicals
found in other species which we can synthesize in a
laboratory and then use to relieve symptoms or to effect
cures. Nature reveals many symbiotic relationships in
which both organisms benefit from the presence of the
other, but none is as necessary or evident perhaps as
the role played by the scarab, or dung beetle, in man’s
existence in Africa where every day enormous amounts
of dung are dropped by herds of elephants, rhinos,
water buffaloes and other native breeds. The dung
beetle, an amazingly efficient creature, cleans up the
landscape by ingesting or by carrying off to its burrow
many, many times its own weight and volume of dung.

“universal”. Latin, French and English have enjoyed
this distinction, but there is only one truly universal
language on our planet, and it is mathematics, and it is
through its numbers that our population issue speaks
most frequently and persuasively to those able and
willing to hear it.
Population numbers exist for every region of
our planet, no matter how remote. And they provide us
with a ready tally of our population’s size, directions
and consequences in as much detail as suits our
purposes. Today, in America and elsewhere, those
purposes are sharply divided between the cause of
objective science and the preferences of political and
commercial power.
Of all the population numbers available, in this
report we will primarily concern ourselves with those
of our present century for the U.S.A. and the world.
Those below are of prime importance:
		
								
						
		
		
Present
2050

USA (in millions)
300 440 46.7
600
7.0
9.3
32.9
10.1
World (in billions)
			
Source: Various — cf end note2

“. . . humanity’s collective demands
first
surpassed
the
earth’s
regenerative capacity around 1980.”
— Mathis Wackernagel, 2002
One of the ways we have come to describe
the relationship between our species and the web of
interactions that make up the world we live in is through
the term “carrying capacity”. It refers to the maximum
population that any given area can comfortably support
over an extended period of time without deterioration.
This is a concept of relatively recent origin
derived from our rapid population growth. At the end
of WWII our country’s population and carrying capacity
were equal — i.e. there was enough arable land, water,
clean air, living space and natural resources such
as lumber, minerals, fuel, etc. to support the then
population of 150 million.
Today our population is twice what it was then
and rising sharply. Moreover, the country’s ability to
provide for its expanded population has been lessened
by it. The relationship between land and people is no
longer in equilibrium and at some point must fail! We
can struggle on making temporary repairs, but they
will only buy time and we will not know how much until
it runs out.
Now is a good time to reread the Einstein quote.
We will need a new level of thinking and there is no
evidence to suggest that it can be provided by our
political, commercial or spiritual “leaders”.
*

*

2010-2050		
% Change
2100

*

Occasionally in man’s recent history, one
culture or country has become so dominant over its
neighbors that its language has been referred to as
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2050-2100
% Change

36.4
8.6		

These numbers have the bland look of most statistics,
and we can easily read them and move on as we so
often do, but their full story is loaded with images
and challenges to which we should pay attention, as
the quality of our lives and that of our children and
grandchildren is gradually being put at ever greater
risk.
What is the story behind the story of these
seemingly calm and harmless estimates? Actually,
there are two very different, but equally alarming,
narratives at work. The first is size and the other is
rate of increase, historically referred to as “mass”
and “velocity” in the realm of mathematics/physics.
In America, we are on track to add 140 million
people to our present population by 2050, an increase
of almost 50% in a little under forty years. The last
addition of approximately this size was the 150 million
increase that occurred in the sixty-five years between
the end of WWII and 2010.
What is essential in order to understand the
difference between these two periods is how much the
country has changed. Those who argue for unlimited
growth do not understand that growth then and
growth now are different processes with different
consequences and that, for the most part, the difference
is the result of growth itself.
In the America of 1945, population and carrying
capacity were equal. Today’s population of 300 million
plus is more than twice the 1945 carrying capacity.
The latter has decreased and will continue to do so
as added population takes its toll on finite resources
such as arable land, water tables, clean air, wetlands,
waste disposal, construction space, transportation,
etc.

The full throttle growth groups argue that
added population is such an economic benefit that it
will not penalize our economic structure, but rather
will improve it. Such claims are composed equally of
nonsense and wishful thinking as population growth
in the above range of 46.7% would be accompanied by
substantial economic and social costs to which our
recent experience testifies in considerable detail.
Regarding economic results, history can serve
as a particularly effective guide. Pres. Eisenhower’s
legislation creating our interstate highway system
stands out as having a truly national economic and
social impact upon the nation, and there is no doubt
that it, in combination with expanded population, car
ownership and travel, has greatly increased federal
gasoline tax revenues which were to provide the
necessary maintenance funds.
But this has not happened. Labor, materials
and land acquisition costs have risen sharply. In many
states maintenance has been abandoned in favor of new
construction, and today we are faced with our highway
system in a state of major deterioration, repair
estimates that run to many billions of dollars and
both federal and state budgets under intense deficit
reviews.
In the time since Eisenhower’s presidency we
have burdened ourselves with trillions of dollars of
debt which has now finally gained Congress’ attention.
It is not likely that the political or electoral will could
be found to undertake an expensive reconstruction
program that might well continue for a decade.
There are numerous added social costs that come
with population growth for which in our time there can
be no reasonable expectation of assimilation. We say
this because we have entered a period in which neither
the hosts nor the migrants are as committed to this once
highly successful process as they used to be. Indeed,
the methods, the emotions, the laws that previously
marked our periods of high population growth are no
longer valid determinants. They are unable to confront
the gathering strength of contemporary political and
social agendas. They have become irrelevant.
*

*

*

One trouble with added costs is that they don’t
always stay where they belong. This is especially true
of social costs such as health care, welfare, housing
and other similar aid projects which are funded from
national expense programs and usually passed on to
the taxpayer. In some cases local hospitals have not
been able to accommodate the growing demand for care
by newly arrived immigrants and their offspring, and
have had to shut down. Loss of service for a community
is another form of cost that can affect lives on a daily
basis.
Education is a particularly difficult area of
impact in that states and localities are caught between
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the demands of services (faculty) and facilities
(construction). Our educational system is in a costs
and results mess of our own making.
If we take a school with 300 students and
increase it over ten years by 46.7% we will then have
a student body of 440 and faculty costs will have been
increased along with other costs that relate directly
to student enrollment.
Physical plant can often be extended with
relative ease by adding more classrooms and parking
space gradually. But what if the school is hemmed in,
has reached its limits and must relocate itself? The
usual answer takes the form of raising the necessary
funds for acquisition, construction and staffing
through a bond issue by which principal and interest
become public (i.e., taxpayer) obligations.
These examples of local effects of population
growth are only small pieces of a much larger puzzle
to the solving of which our and other governments
should be fully dedicated. Unfortunately, this has not
taken place — partially because of public ignorance
and discomfort regarding the subject, and also as the
result of the determined resistance of commercial,
political and religious institutions which we will
address later.
Beyond the local hospital/school closings,
traffic congestion and environmental problems, the
movement of other major forces on a global scale
with global results is being fueled by uncontrolled
population growth. Each of these forces has its own
constituency so that there is some recognition of its
importance, but there has been no attempt by our mass
media, corporate sector and government to connect
the dots, to show their interrelationship, to build an
informed case for action.
We live in a time of rising temperatures,
population and consumerism. It is fully within our
means to control these forces, but so far we have
not chosen to do so. Political lip service is offered
at times and occasions when it seems called for, but a
full scale effort through the UN or the international
treaty organizations that cover most of the world has
not been mounted.
The most serious junction where these three
forces come together is in the price of food — not just
our American menu, but in prices everywhere. Food
depends upon nature which is our planetary mechanism
for converting a variety of processes and materials
into the nourishment needed to sustain life.
Rising temperature reduces food harvests.
We can easily recall its extreme results from photos
of our dust bowl in the 1930s, the frequent African
droughts and plagues, Russia’s fires last summer and
growing desertification in both China and sub-Saharan
Africa.
Nature’s regulation of our lives is a vast and
continuing process which our planet does not yet
fully comprehend. And yet, within its vastness, nature

often establishes very narrow operational limits. In
the realm of world food production there is general
agreement that a rise of one degree Celsius average
temperature will cause a decrease of 10% in crop
harvests.3
That’s a startling fact, and it’s an enormous price
to pay for what may seem like a small variation. Just
last summer Russia’s exceptional heat wave destroyed
a third or more of the Russian/Ukrainian grain crop4,
and world prices were further impacted by the equally
unusual and destructive floods that inundated larges
areas of Australia and Pakistan.
Politics can also enter the equation as, for
instance, when Russia and India recently cut their grain
exports to keep domestic prices down with the result
that the price on the world market rose sharply.
The interplay of cause and effect between
these three forces is endless and has taken on new and
greater significance as their numbers have increased.
Not only does more population create greater demand,
but this demand must be met from a smaller production
capacity as population growth’s need for housing,
commerce, transportation, education, etc. reduces the
amount of open land available.
Would it surprise you to know that America’s
ecological footprint is now 19.4 acres? That is the
amount of land now needed to meet the needs of each
new unit of population. The hundred million increase
we expect before mid-century will require 1.9 billion
acres for its purposes, but only if the “footprint”
remains the same5. It could increase.
These figures cannot help but pose the question
whether the price of our present population growth is a
reasonable one, but it is a question that will be neither
asked nor answered by our commercial, political, and
religious leaders or the main stream media (MSM)
through which they most often make contact with the
public.
Our current rampant consumerism has been in
the making for about a century. Its origins go back
to the IR, but it came of age and was sanctified by the
marketing miracle of modern mass and multiple media.
The means by which our excessive consumerism was
able to impose and maintain its grip on the American
public will be explored in a later chapter on economics.
While it seems to mostly serve the commercial sector,
it is an element in our society that is highly influenced
by population growth without which it could not have
obtained its present importance.
As with other aspects of uncontrolled growth,
there are warnings to be found. The population/
consumerism connection is strong and, whether
operating separately or in tandem, both forces have
contributed to the recent and rapid expansion of the
size of our “ecological footprint”.
This constitutes a classical “double whammy”
whereby both the numbers and their consequences
increase.

“Between early 2007 and 2008, world
wheat, rice, corn and soybean prices
climbed to roughly triple their
historical levels.”
— World on the Edge
by Lester R. Brown
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It is inevitable that the continuing rise of
temperatures, population and consumerism will push
food prices up to new levels in the years ahead as they
have in the past. This is a dangerous trend with the
possibility of sudden and disruptive political results.
	Many people are able to observe and absorb
higher food prices because they are a minor budget
item, but for the far more numerous poor in the world,
feeding themselves is the most important expense in
their lives, taking from 25% to 50% of their income.
Those that are most affected are the urban poor who
do not have local food sources nearby and where
prices are at their highest due to the additional cost
of transportation, distribution and spoilage factors.
History carries a long record of the power of
food related uprisings. What can start as a protest can
be suddenly transformed. A rumor, a speech, a gunshot
or two, bloodshed, the crowd begins to move, the spirit
of the mob takes over, and suddenly protest has become
revolution.
The French Revolution was such an event. Bad
weather caused small harvests that led to higher bread
prices against which the middle and lower classes
protested. Initially, the King was slow in reacting, but
then decided to make wheat available to the Parisian
crowds. Alas, he was too late. The Bastille was
attacked, lives were lost and the Revolution had begun.
Such sudden volatility occurs mostly in
countries where the right of assembly and protest
are not encouraged or allowed, and where years of
repression can quickly provide the spark necessary to
ignite revolt.
In our country we have an honored tradition
of protest derived from our own founding and our
Constitution. We have mostly permitted protest and
have had few instances of out of control mobs and
violence.
But our public protests have been mostly over
matters of economic or political ideology with signs
and banners bearing the message and leading the crowd.
We have not endured the kind of protests occasioned
by mass hunger of families in which every stomach is
empty. They are more bitter and, with little to lose,
more violent. Signs and banners give way to knives,
guns and the ubiquitous Molotov cocktail!
Food riots are not a topic for immediate
thought in America, but the pressures on world food
prices are strong and constant. There are flash price
levels in the poverty centers of Europe, Asia, Africa
and South America that will bring protesters into the
streets in great numbers, and it is entirely possible

that sympathetic demonstrations will be organized and
take place here too.
America has historically been a net exporter
of food and has been able to feed ourselves and other
populations from the bounty of our land, but with our
rising population and shrinking agricultural base we
are on the way to becoming a net importer of food.
The addition of 100 million new mouths to feed will
certainly accelerate that change, in which case our
food prices will again become more expensive.
There is no reason to believe that we can
escape the effects of the pressures that link our
world’s population and food supplies. Because we are
an affluent society a smaller percentage of Americans
than Indians or Chinese will be subject to the economic,
psychological and physical pain of persistent hunger,
but we are not immune and should reflect a national,
as well as global, recognition of the food/population
equation in our national discussions and policies.

where the environmental “buck” stops.
To fully understand its present importance we
must recognize that it is a key contributor to many
of the problems that now press upon our planet —
air pollution, excessive carbon dioxide (CO2) levels,
exhaustion of irreplaceable fresh water aquifers
that serve high density urban centers, wetlands
destruction, overfishing and pollution of our marine
food stocks, species loss, conversion of arable land
for development, rising food prices, desertification,
melting of arctic ice and the mountain glaciers that
feed the world’s great rivers, trashing of our oceans,
burning/timbering of our few remaining rainforests,
and others.
We have arrived at a time in history and at a level
of population when minor corrections will not suffice,
when population’s momentum is of such strength that
the physical and societal health of our planet can
only be maintained by treating the root cause of their
decline — increasingly rapid, uncontrolled human
population growth.
Unfortunately, our global gatekeepers — our
political, commercial, spiritual and media “leaders” —
are in denial and cannot act even though we are able
to see the approaching train in the tunnel and have the
ability to bring it to a timely halt.
Prior civilizations have disappeared because
they were unable to comprehend the interrelatedness
between human activity and natural forces. We are
able to do so and it is our time and turn now to put our
technology and intelligence to its most critical use.

“All causes are lost causes without
limiting human population”
			
— Paul Ehrlich
Our earliest reference in this chapter was to
the four basic physical elements that determine man’s
ability to sustain his social and physical presence on
our planet — earth, air, fire and water. While man
has increased his ability to put these elements to use
for his own benefit, they remain quite capable at any
time, whether alone or in combination, to strike back
with sufficient strength to destroy man’s works and
population.
The explosion of the latter in the last century
and a half has introduced a new threat in the form of
rising demand and shrinking supply of the planet’s food
sources that will push global food prices far beyond
the reach of many people around the world.
We should be aware of how steep our planet’s
population rise has been. In the last two centuries it
has grown from 1 billion to 7 billion whereas it took
many thousands of years to reach the first billion6. And
in only the last forty years of the past century global
population doubled from 3 billion to 6 billion!7 It now
increases at the rate of 80 million annually!
Faced with this mathematical evidence of
urgency, we cannot avoid asking ourselves and others
— “Why is this global problem that carries potentially
lethal consequences for many millions of people and
other species not a matter of wide public discussion
and concern here and elsewhere?” We can only speak
knowingly about the U.S., but suspect that elsewhere,
as here, it touches on similar aspects of human nature
and behavior.
Population is both the most avoidable and most
avoided major issue of our time, and it is as inseparable
from its consequences as it is from its origins. It is

*
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The population issue, reaching as it does every
corner of our earth and lives, asks awkward questions
and challenges some of the strongest religious,
economic and political bases of our society. Their
response has been deplorably ruthless, for, although
we face a similarly serious threat from the diminishing
supplies of oil around the world, that problem has
received widespread official comment and publicity.
With population, the information lockdown by our
government, media, academic institutions and churches
has been almost total.
The three desert religions of Judaism, Islam
and Christianity account for the great majority of
America’s religious community. There are a few Hindus
and other minor sects, but the various groups and
sub-groups within the desert trio define religion in
America, and they share many sacred tenets and texts
even though some divergence and differentiation has
occurred as the result of changes wrought by the
economic, political and military events of the last two
thousand years.
The single most important tie between religion

and population, here and throughout the world, has
been the commandment embraced by Muslims, Jews
and Christians with equal fervor to “be fruitful and
multiply”, meaning, of course, to procreate their own
kind and to convert others.
The power of this command as a motivating force
for growth and development stems from the fact that it
serves both marketing and ideological purposes.
For marketing, it became the basis for the great
missionary efforts, many in the form of extremely
violent and bloody wars, undertaken by Muslims and
Christians over many centuries. The missionary was
the “advance man”, the expert from the home office
with special prices who could lead you through the
catalog and answer all your questions. Missionaries
of all faiths were extraordinarily courageous and
committed. Their calling was literally a matter of life
and death from one day to the next.
But it is quite probable that the missionary
effort could not have achieved the results it did
without its ideological counterpart, for all three
faiths provide the message that man is formed in God’s
image. This is a brief, but theologically complicated,
statement which provided the itinerant missionaries
with much of the physical, intellectual and spiritual
impetus needed to change faiths and lives.
These two articles of belief — continued
expansion by procreation and being made in God’s image
— are so deeply imbedded in our religious role that
they are often used to determine what new thought or
information may be considered.
Without argument, they have been extremely
efficient in fueling the religious expansion of our
“modern” age and in protecting the spiritual home
front, but still, in just two hundred years, world
population has increased from one to seven billion.
Religious thought now confronts a pressing
conundrum. If the great expansion of the works of
faith and the faithful over past centuries has been
the result of God’s purpose, under what authority
does man undertake to reduce, alter or remove them?
The religious community’s answer so far has been
that authority, divine or otherwise, does not exist to
recognize or discuss the matter.
This attitude may change as circumstances
do, but presently overpopulation is not a topic of
religious engagement or, unfortunately, of leadership.
Religious missionary efforts have been most effective
among undeveloped areas and poor populations and,
sadly, it is these that may be most seriously impacted if
overpopulation continues at its present pace.
*

*

served by expansion of the product line or the market
base. Numbers are the preferred language of commerce
and management’s pursuit of the “right” ones does not
allow much time or effort for “extraneous” issues.
The geometric growth offered by added
population is a gift from the marketing gods as it
provides the means for more sales both now and in the
future. Human procreation is nothing short of a marvel
of commercial efficiency, requiring no investment, no
effort and no maintenance by the marketer.
As millions more units of population are
added, so are individual taste differences which are
then translated into customer preferences for color,
size, shape, performance, etc. Some of these product
line changes reflect genuine and powerful consumer
demand; others attempt to create it.
In the half century since 1960, our global
population has more than doubled from 3 billion to
the 7 billion level projected to be reached this year8.
If we think about the effect this has had on corporate
production/profit and consumer purchasing around
the world, it becomes evident that population growth’s
impact is uniquely powerful.
Regional and national demographic differences
favor variations in population growth rates. Since
valid records have become available, our national
rate has probably trailed the global average, but our
numbers have been distorted by the steady addition of
migrants to our domestic procreational process.
Overpopulation is a dirty word in the boardrooms
of corporate America. If spoken at all, it is done so
quickly and quietly, and the subject is immediately
changed. The trouble with avoidance as a policy is
that it precludes being prepared for consequences. Its
opposite is education which can, admittedly, prove to be
cumbersome or expensive, or both.
In the matter of overpopulation, a policy of
avoidance is an assurance of more, not less, physical,
economic and social damage.
*

*

Another community of interest that shuns any
acknowledgement of overpopulation is our corporate
sector. There, profit is the enduring goal and it is well
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*

*

The response to overpopulation by our
government structure is so lacking in responsibility
that it could well pass for betrayal; and government, as
it is used here, includes our executive and legislative
branches and our judicial system which has too often
favored local language, reason or interests over those
of our Constitution.
But, notwithstanding judicial and executive
error, it is upon our elected Congress that the
greatest fault for not recognizing or taking action on
overpopulation must fall.
The way our Congress functions has become
more faulty in time. It has become slow, unwieldy and
less democratic much of the blame for which can be
attributed to its committee system. It’s possible that

this system, when first conceived and adopted, was seen
as a way of providing timely, democratic action, but the
concept of “timely” has been changed by our modern
communication/computer technology.
But it is the democratic aspect of our committee
system that has suffered most, as action can be blocked
or delayed by powerful committee chairmen or members
with little or no attention to what might emerge as a
national interest.
The time that any proposed item spends in
committee without action upon it allows its sponsors
time to discuss it and to try to attract the necessary
support for its passage. But this time works both
ways and it allows the lobbyists and special interests
to define the form of their resistance and to begin
the process of offering campaign contributions,
encouraging constituent correspondence and rewriting
those parts of the bill that are objectionable to their
corporate clients.
This is not the way it should be, but it’s the way
it is. Overpopulation is an issue so potentially broad
in its reach and overwhelming in its consequences that
the national interest could not help but be served
by exposing it to congressional discussion and/or
the public opinion that would follow. This need not
involve the full Congress, but a joint House/Senate
committee could be formed to conduct an initial inquiry
and prepare a preliminary report which could then be
made available to the media and to all members of the
Congress.
The step of “going public” with a matter
as diffuse as overpopulation is one that threatens
established positions. It calls for members of Congress
to become informed about a complex problem and to
make a political determination of both national and
personal advantage. And whatever position they take,
they are assured of constituent criticism, often neither
realistic nor fair.
With two such publicly important groups as
the religious and corporate sectors opposing any
acknowledgement of overpopulation, Congress’ attitude
of avoidance to date seems destined to continue. There
are just too many voices and too much money in play to
expect otherwise.
The last force working against population
awareness in our country is less specific than the
others, and yet it is very much a part of our present,
and even our historical, identity. It comes with the
feeling of “we have met the enemy and he is us.” 9
From spare beginnings in New England we spread
across the continent, developing its wealth, enjoying
and encouraging political freedom and transforming
ourselves into a world power. This last role was
confirmed by our decisive contributions to two global
wars and then extended even further in the wake of
those wars’ destruction to that of sole superpower.
This was a truly amazing process over a brief

period of about four hundred years throughout which
we created a unique culture and identity from many
sources and experiences. One of these elements that
appear frequently is the sense that our nation has a
special destiny and the ability to achieve it.
This showed itself early in our history in a
religious context when settlers and their leaders,
both political and clerical, fostered the image of our
newly gained land as “the new Eden”. This has been
an enduring American image with political as well as
religious significance in the way we were referred to
as “the new world”.
America’s culture is made of many elements
some of which, when they come together, become
defining patterns. One of these is our optimism in facing
challenge, what is often deemed our “can do” spirit,
which we may trace back to our open society, to our
“new Eden” designation, to our emphasis on freedom
and to the Biblical foundation of being made in God’s
image and ordered to multiply and exercise dominion.
This culture of divine favor and invincibility has
proved mostly advantageous in settling our continent
and defending democracy, but we are entering a vastly
different time.
Rather than fighting Godless fascists and
communists our most determined opposition now comes
from a religion with the same origins as ours and which
claims divine backing with strength and conviction
equal to ours.
“Barring massive differences in
mortality, the more fertile supplant
the less fertile”.
			
— Lindsey Grant via
Negative Population Growth, Inc. 6/11
The Muslim faith is world-wide, as is ours, but
harbors some beliefs and laws that violate our sense
of humanity. They are a high fertility religion and are
also commanded to “be fruitful and multiply”, although
in a more militant way.
Over the course of our history our sense
of exceptionalism provided us with confidence that
generally worked to our advantage. Today, it can
spill over into a kind of unnecessary super status, or
entitlement, that goes beyond quiet confidence and
that appears in the form of gratuitous chants such
as “We’re #1” or “USA, USA, USA” at sports events,
political meetings, public rallies, etc.
As world population grows and food supplies
shrink, all of us will be subjected to pressures we have
not known before. The early battles in our world food
conflicts will be fought locally — a drought here, a
famine there, and a disease epidemic elsewhere — but
because of volatile prices and the need to feed more
with less, even isolated and minor natural dislocations
will have the power to do disproportional damage to
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population from the present 7 billion to 10 billion by
2100, or 43%. If a community’s population increases
by 43%, then presumably its demand for food will do
likewise, as will also its need for education, housing,
parking, roads, health care, utilities, administration,
etc. The town will have to expand physically and can
only do so by nibbling away, a bite here and a bite
there, at the land that surrounds it. If we use our
starting time as an index of 100, then by the end of the
century population and demand will be at the 143 level.
Crop land and supply, however, will have been
reduced by 43% to a 57 index figure. Not all causes
and effects work this precisely and many factors, both
predictable and not, play a part. What this model shows
very clearly is the whipsaw effect of rising demand and
decreasing supply. In the end, the difference between
the two figures is substantial and suggests that
their pressure on our price mechanisms will be felt
throughout our market structure.

the world’s distribution and pricing mechanisms.
We must be aware of the trends and possibilities
that have gathered in the wake of overpopulation and
are likely to assert themselves under the law of supply
and demand with broad impartiality and no respect for
prior status.
This, of course, refers clearly to the world’s
wealthy and developed nations and most specifically
to our own country where, over the past half century,
our military/industrial complex has led us to engage
in acts of hubris and imperialism that continue to pose
more questions than they answer. We will need better
leaders and better attitudes.
Any contemplation of future food and
population conflicts must include the role that will be
played by the UN. The possibility of real leadership
exists, but it is so often divided by ethnic, racial,
cultural and religious interests that something as
broad and basic as a food/population issue might be
beyond its capability for action. It might descend into
irrelevance or functional failure or just be overtaken
by events, and yet it’s a very large, powerful and rich
bureaucracy with a huge staff dedicated to their own
survival, enjoys strong third world support and may
last well beyond its state of effectiveness.
The possibilities for interaction and
overreaction in population/food matters are many and
America will have to be aware of risks we have not faced
before. In this context of shared global crisis we would
be better served by less, not more, exceptionalism. And
perhaps all three of the desert religious might rethink
the wisdom and meaning of “be fruitful and multiply”
in terms of current unfolding events and population
momentum.
*

*

*

National Geographic magazine in its March
11, 2011 issue carried an article in which it analyzed
the impact on our society of what it saw as the three
major forces of our time — population, affluence
and technology — which it expressed in the equation
I(impact) = P (population) x A (affluence) x T
(technology). The figures below give some evidence
of this relationship from 1900 to the present and
especially the rate of their growth:
		
1900
1950
2011
					

*

The interconnection of food/population with
our lives is so frequent and complete that we include
here a model of how it might play out for one farmer.
We are anticipating an increase in world

7 billion

Affluence

$55 trillion +2,650

(world GDP)

$2 trillion $5.3 trillion

Technology 141,000 412,000
(patent applications)

*
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% Change
1900-2011

Population 1.8 billion 2.5 billion
(worldwide)

Crops and land are not the only elements that
will be affected by the coming population explosion.
Water, too, will cause significant changes in the way
we use it. It is the one essential-for-life element which
we must have and for which there are no substitutes.
It will be covered later in our issue devoted to the
environment.
*

*

H=PxAxT

“The world is incurring a vast water
deficit — one that is largely invisible,
historically recent, and growing fast.”
— World on the Edge
by Lester R. Brown

*

*

+289

1.9 million +1,248

There is no point in carrying out the multiplication
for any year, as the totals would be so large as to
be meaningless. We simply lack the means to relate
to them. Remember, a billion is a thousand times a
million and a trillion is a thousand times a billion,
or a million times a million. At these levels numbers
become increasingly abstract and are certainly beyond
the comprehension of our political “leaders”. But we
can readily see that very powerful forces are at work,
and population is one of them.
The most important message carried by these
figures is not their size or rate of growth, but rather
their nature, their origins. Affluence and technology
are both products of the world of commerce. They
derive from man’s hands and efforts. They are subject

to business cycles and man’s judgments about them and
the world he inhabits.
World population does not depend on market
judgments.
It is biologically, not commercially,
ordered and is the consequence of global actions. The
spectacular growth in affluence shown has a population
component, however, in that markets are significantly
determined by consumption which in turn is a function
of population.
The growth for all three categories was much
higher in the second phase from 1950 to 2011 when
military technology and its spin-offs became available
and our dollar’s value was lowered by inflation and
over-spending.
Looking ahead to the next decade, few
economists, if any, foresee a major “boom”. Rather,
most predictions envision a flat economy as we attempt
to distance ourselves from the recent excesses of
the high tech, banking/credit and real estate/housing
sectors of the market.
“Flat” is a word unknown to population since
the beginning of the nineteenth century and the IR.
Whatever ups and downs appear in other market forces
will have no effect upon population. It is a force apart,
and it is relentless. It has the power to do away with the
results of man’s prior thought and progress, and it is
incomprehensible to our present “leaders”, although
it is a tale being told in many languages.
It has economic, biological and natural
resource tipping points that we ignore at considerable
peril, for they have the ability when reached, to reset
the clocks that measure and record our priorities and
accomplishments.
Elizabeth Kubler-Ross described denial as one
of our first and key reactions to facing personal death.
It is equally at home in our political establishment.
There, denial, even of evident truth, occurs on such a
broad scale that it has become a form of mass hypnosis
which those in our national political life must accept
and embrace.
In ancient legends such a spell could be broken
by a young knight of extraordinary purity and ability
who is unfortunately not available to us. We may have
to fashion one of our own, but we may not remember
how nor have our former tools.
*

*

operated the first commercial oil well and we entered
the petroleum age. In a century and a half, through
an amazing sequence of production, marketing and
technological processes we have moved through
the ages of oil, cheap oil and big oil, and are either
approaching or experiencing peak oil, that point in time
after which, for one reason or another, oil production/
consumption will decline.
Pretty much everything in our modern period
that commenced in the beginning of the 20th century
with the development of automobiles and aircraft has
become increasingly dependent upon the chemistry and
physics of oil.
“Rising oil prices mean rising food
prices.”
— World on the Edge
by Lester R. Brown

*

CONNECTIONS
When the IR commenced we lived in a world in
which the most widely used oil was sperm whale oil, as
it was the main source of illumination. Other power
providing combustion sources were coal and wood
which enabled the steam engine.
All this changed a brief fifty years later
when, in 1859, Edwin Drake successfully drilled and
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This total reliance has provided innumerable
benefits to individuals, nations and our global
community, but it has commanded an initially small, but
ever larger, price. It has altered our economic and
political views of what is real and necessary, and what
we can afford and control.
Today the price and politics of oil can change
instantly around the world, and we do not control them.
Quite to the contrary, they control us. Does this sound
familiar? It should. It is the same situation we face
with food — rising population, diminishing resources
and the inevitable upward pressure on prices. We think
we control the space we’re in. This is a delusion, for,
as pressures increase, it will shape us.
The effect of this combined description of our
primary food and fuel supplies, whether for a brief
or extended period, will confront all nations and the
global economy with difficult choices very few of which
seem acceptable today.
Looking ahead to the end of the present century,
the crucial difference between survival and chaos will
depend upon whether we can undertake a Manhattan
Project type of effort to develop the new political
awareness and leadership that will be required here
and throughout the world. If they can’t, the time and
footprints of our age will be removed by the next
receding tide.
*
Our vast use of fossil fuels has raised our
atmosphere’s carbon dioxide (CO2) level and our
planet’s surface temperature.
These changes have
played an important part in destabilizing our weather
patterns. Increased temperature in the Gulf of Mexico,
for example, is strongly suspected as being a major
contributor to the greater number and size of storms
that have recently devastated some of our southern,
western and midwestern states.
*

Water shortages resulting from natural
supply depletion exist throughout the world and are
increasing in number and severity. Their effect on
world agriculture has been and will continue to be
pronounced. The aridity caused by lack of water, when
combined with wind, causes topsoil loss followed by
deserts or dust bowls.
Rivers, too, are losing water and shrinking. The
largest river in Asia, the Yangtze, recently suffered a
severe drought that led Chinese authorities to close
it to traffic in several places where the H2O level had
fallen enough to strand ships.
It takes a thousand tons of H2O to produce a ton
of wheat and world grain prices have reached record
levels. If prices and population continue to increase, it
is inevitable that they will influence world politics.
*
Great wealth and power are privileges. Their
acquisition usually involves a high degree of chance,
most evident in the accident of monarchical birth, and
they are charged with responsibilities, the most notable
being leadership. Following the widespread economic
and physical desolation of WWII, the focus of the
world’s economic, political and military strength was
shifted to the USA and we have claimed for ourselves
leadership in a multitude of roles in many of which
we have failed. Our present circumstances require a
degree of firmness and fairness in our leadership that
unfortunately is not there, as the stakes have risen
sharply and are continuing to do so.
Our claim to world leadership in financial
matters is equally hollow, as in the postwar period we
have made our way from the world’s largest creditor
to its greatest debtor.
*
There has been a parallel process in our
international relations. Shortly after WWII there was
a plausible view within the free world’s foreign affairs
community that it might be entering a Pax Americana
period similar to the nineteenth century’s prolonged
peaceful dominance by England. In fact, just the opposite
is true, for while we and others have managed to avoid
a major nuclear war, our policies have resulted in our
engagement in numerous smaller wars either directly
or by proxy. In all of these, whether in the defense or
extension of some real or imagined “interest”, power
over the choice and conduct of war has shifted to the
executive branch and ever larger amounts of extrabudget expense has been billed to the U.S. taxpayer.
In these multiple wars we have found an
opposition as mixed as their results and from which a
disturbing pattern has emerged. We provide financial
and military support to a local leader who claims to have
goals consistent with ours but who, once installed in
power, uses our assistance to consolidate his advantage
over his opposition, or to eliminate it completely.
In this process hundreds of millions, and

sometimes billions, of dollars are appropriated for
our ally’s personal account ensuring that in the event
of regime change there will be ample funds available
for a luxurious “retirement”.
		
The result of the UN’s and our own
leadership failures in the past has been to thwart the
realization of many mutual goals. Now, we confront
the effects of increasing population, consumerism,
energy demand, species loss and pollution of our air
and water supplies and others with the ability to alter,
and perhaps destroy, human life on planet Earth.
This is a powerful statement that will probably
shock most readers. It is not intended in a “shock”,
or sensationalist way, but to expose the unerring
arithmetic of the past and what we might anticipate
from its continuation. We are part of a trend, and
trends offer clues and deliver messages which become
clearer as they progress.

THE WAY AHEAD
Population is the common denominator of all
our major issues. And yet, we don’t mention it, have a
policy for it or allow ourselves to understand it.
The situation in which America finds itself is
so serious that few options are available. Those that
are will challenge us in new and different ways, and we
have no choice other than to pursue them.
The first and most important is to force our
“leaders”, notably Congress and the MSM, to inform
themselves as best they can and to commence an open
dialogue that will begin the process of enlightening
the public.
For members of Congress, this will involve the
considerable risks of taking positions opposed by their
corporate lobbyists and by favoring a subject to which
many of their constituents cannot relate.
Our government will have another role beyond
that of Congress. Once its domestic informational
effort is underway, it should reach out to elements
in other governments, both in private diplomacy and
at the UN, to swing international opinion to move
decisively in the direction of informed and collective
self-preservation.
This will be a massive undertaking sure to arouse
opposition from status quo backers in the commercial,
religious and political sectors as well as conspiracy
theorists and the general public. But truth, like fire
or water, finds its own way of spreading.
At this particular time and place in history,
success in establishing the kind of awareness necessary
for our awakening is directly proportional to the
cooperation that can be obtained from the MSM both
here and abroad. If our government and media can agree
to a common goal and harness their efforts together to
achieve maximum results, we might be able to create
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another Manhattan Project breakthrough in dealing
with the forces that we have created and that now
threaten us. If such cooperation is not forthcoming,
our task will be immeasurably more difficult and
lengthy, but still necessary and worth the effort.

with moving forces of many parts and great power,
accurate prediction of how, where and when reality
will make itself known is not possible.
The most important step we can take now as
individuals, as a nation or as a global society is to
alert ourselves to the existence of the overpopulation
problem and to recognize its gathering power and the
potential strength and extent of its consequences. The
refusal of our media and government to do this is a
complete abdication of their public responsibilities.
For the past two years this writer has worked
with author/teacher Frosty Wooldridge and a group
of eminent professionals from the worlds of science,
academia, politics and commerce to call the issue of
overpopulation to the attention of our government and
MSM. Their names and contacts are listed on the next
page.

*
*
*
The obstacles are huge. We are starting with
advancing a topic and program which has some support
in the scientific and academic communities, but none
in Congress. At no point in our last five presidencies
going back to 1980 (Reagan) has any member of the
House or Senate, or the President in a State of the Union
address, called attention to the increasingly serious
and numerous threats to us and to others posed by
uncontrolled population growth and its interrelated
side effects.
This is a true Dr. Frankenstein and the Monster
moment for our human society. The population growth
problem is entirely of our own making and we have lost
control of it.
Overpopulation is not a force directed by
some malevolent, external agency, but it does have
the unerring certainty and mathematical momentum
of geometric increase. Whatever it lacks in purpose,
it more than makes up for in its power to rearrange
and destroy the patterns of our lives. It may even be
greater than we know. And it is certainly later than we
think.

EPILOGUE
In the last five hundred years our human
society has been able to greatly improve the conditions
in which we live, but in doing so we have disturbed key
chemical and physical relationships between nature’s
parts upon which we must depend for our survival. One
such relationship is the amount of carbon dioxide in our
atmosphere which now measures about 387 parts per
million. This is significantly above both the 350 ppm
currently considered high but acceptable and our preindustrial level of 280 ppm. It is anticipated, however,
that present momentum will drive the CO2 count to 400
ppm by 2020 even if we take action promptly.10
There is growing opinion that human industrial
activity is the primary cause for this upward trend;
others reject that interpretation. It may or may not be
correct, but what is evident is that in the more recent
years of our history our needs, activities, numbers,
technologies and attitudes have greatly changed the
world we live in, and that, as this change intensifies, so
do its consequences.
The denial met by those who seek to engage
this problem is dangerous. It is very much part of
an “ignorance is bliss” way of thinking and acting.
Ignorance may certainly be sustainable, but bliss is not,
as eventually reality will intrude. But, when dealing
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We have sent out letters, information kits and
requests to debate/discuss population to print media
throughout the country; and also to the producers/
directors of every major broadcast news or commentary
program and to their station managements. None has
responded.
	Mr. Wooldridge is able to bring an absolutely
unique perspective to the global population program,
as he has traveled by bicycle across six of our planet’s
seven continents. His opinions originate from on the
ground meetings and face-to-face discussions, not from
a network anchor desk in a downtown high-rise office
building.
The scope of denial is wider than we ever
anticipated. We have offered a small panel of three or
four experts from the list below for discussion to be
followed by a student/faculty Q and A session to state
and private colleges and secondary schools, always
with the belief that a joint faculty and student exposure
would provide maximum benefits for all involved. One
three-line note declining interest was the only answer.
The people below represent different
disciplines; they subscribe to different theories; and
they use different calculations and numbers. But they
arrive at a shared view of overpopulation’s threat to
our human society, only to perhaps differ again on the
best way to take remedial action.
The breadth of their analysis and conclusions is
inspiring. Wooldridge, for instance, a native of MI and
now a resident of CO, writes clearly and confidently of
the impact on our country of increasing our population
by 100 million before mid-century in The Next 100
Million Americans11.
The variety and quality of thought offered by
the group below is unfortunately not available in our
governmental, religious, educational, commercial or
media institutions. But some day, if we are given time,
a single mind will change, a voice will speak different
words in an urgent tone; then another and another. A

conversion will have begun.
Wooldridge compares our present situation to
that of Galileo when he was not allowed by the Vatican
to speak scientific truth. It was a compelling moment in
history then, as it is now. Galileo’s battle was with the
tyranny of 17th century Italian religious authority;
ours is with that of our own procreation.
For those of you who would appreciate a more
realistic view of what future awaits our next generation
of Americans please take the time to visit the websites
listed below. No single vision is likely to be correct in
every detail, but the differences can be as enlightening
as their similarities, and both are useful in creating
awareness of the issue.
Community life in America offers numerous
opportunities to expand awareness through local media,
political, educational, religious, commercial and social
groups who are always seeking interesting speakers.
Should you wish to have one or more of the people on
this list speak to your organization, please contact
the author. Their messages will be clear, urgent,
memorable and capable of providing new perspective.

19. Juggernaut, Growth on a Finite Planet; Too Many People, Lindsey
Grant, lindsey_grant@msn.com
20. Brenda Walker, writer, speaker, www.limitstogrowth.org
21. Fred Meyerson, at Rhode Island University. fmeyerson@uri.edu
22. Robert Walker at Population Institute rwalker@populationinstitute.
org
23. Mark Krikorian of the Center for Immigration Studies at www.cis.
org; mkm@cis.org
24. Peter Seidel, pseidel@fuse.net
25. Robert Engleman at rengelman@worldwatch.org
26. Yeh Ling-Ling, a naturalized citizen of Chinese descent born in
Vietnam, is Executive Director of Alliance for a Sustainable USA based
in Oakland, California. You can visit her group’s website at http://www.
asustainableusa.org; yehlingling@asustainableusa.org
27. Aldolfo Doring, Amanda Zackem www.blindspotdoc.com Doring
and Zackem filmed a compelling documentary featuring 15 of the top
experts in the world as to the unsustainability of current energy and
population paths. “Blind Spot” creates a new understanding of what
the human race faces in the 21st century on a number of levels by
the world’s top experts on climate, species extinction, energy, water
shortages and much more. Brilliant work!
28. Dr. Jack Alpert, www.skil.org, systems model designer on
sustainability.
29. Dr. Steve Camarata, sc@cis.org or www.cis.org
30. Email address: petersalonius@hotmail.Com; Area of expertise:
Soil science, forest ecology and human population dynamics
31. Dan Stein, director, www.fairus.org
32. Bob Dane, communications director, www.fairus.org
33. Ira Mehlman, education, www.fairus.org
34. Dell Erickson, environmentalist, writer & speaker on energy,
population, and sustainability; Director of Research, Minnesotans For
Sustainability; www.mnforsustain.org
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1. Dr. Diana Hull at www.capsweb.org; Dianahull@cox.net
2. Governor Richard D. Lamm Denver University, Denver, CO rlamm@
aol.com
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3. Dr. Albert Bartlett albert.bartlett@colorado.edu; www.albartlett.
com
4. Dr. John Tanton:
thesocialcontract.com

author,

publisher,

director

of

2

3

www.

4

5. Mr. John Rohe: A Bicentennial Malthusian Essay, publisher, writer,
speaker — john@rohemail.com

5

6

6. William Ryerson, director, ryerson@populationmedia.org
7. David Paxson at www.worldpopulationbalance.org

7

8. Frosty Wooldridge author, “America on the Brink: Next Added 100
Million Americans” www.frostywooldridge.com; frostyw@juno.com

8

9

9. Kathleene Parker, population/immigration/environment-- thundermesa@
peoplepc.com
10. Roy Beck director www.numbersusa.org; roy@numbersusa.org
11. Don Collins at DColl28416@aol.com; International Family Planning
12. William Dickinson author of “Bio-Centric Imperative” at wdicki2@
lsu.edu
13. Richard Heinberg richardheinberg@postcarbon.org; “Peak
Everything”
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